
The experiment



• This is an experiment aimed to investigate people’s abilities in applying ‘interpersonal stances’. An
interpersonal stance is the ‘behavioural style’ you take during a face-to-face conversation (for example,
‘leading’ or ‘aggressive’). This experiment is restricted to stances expressed via voice!

• What is the task:
• Fill in a small questionnaire (less than 1 minute).
• Record around 120 sentences through software provided by the researchers (it takes less than 30 minutes).
• Send the resulting audio files to the researchers (allowing them to build an exclusive model of your voice).
• Play the game:

• During 4 days, for approximately 10 minutes per day.
• Meanwhile, you will be requested to record some additional sentences, in order to improve the model.

• Fill in another small questionnaire (less than 1 minute).
• In total: less then 2 hours.



Leary’s Theory on Interpersonal Stances 



• This experiment is based on Timothy Leary studies. He has developed a theoretical model of communication,
named the Rose of Leary.

• The model is based on a horizontal and a vertical axis. The horizontal axis represents the level of friendliness to
the other person, and the vertical axis represents the level of dominance.



• Above behaviour is about active, dominant and leading behaviour. Loud voice, more energetic, no hesitancy.
• Below behaviour is about submissive behaviour, the individual does not get involved, effaces himself or

displays very modest behaviour. Low volume voice, hesitancy, less energetic.
• Opposed behaviour is about people who are aggressive and negative towards the other person. They do not

agree with other people without question, but want thorough explanations and motivations before they take
action. This could develop into defiant behaviour. Questioning and or aggressive tone of voice.

• Together behaviour is about an ideal situation in which people are positive and friendly towards the other, can
work as a team and are receptive to other people’s opinions. Melodic and friendly tone of voice.
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Think about each category. 
How do you express them?  How do you recognize these social signals in others?



The interpersonal dynamics of the Rose:
• IF you show Cooperative behaviour (blue dot: lower-right area)
• THEN the other person will respond with Helping behaviour (green dot: upper-right area)
• Why? The other person always copies your behaviour on the horizontal axis.
• But (s)he will always move in the opposite direction on the vertical axis.



The interpersonal dynamics of the Rose:
• Intermediate states can occur. In the next example you are between Aggressive and Competitive.
• Again, the other person will copy the horizontal axis and mirror the vertical axis.
• Hence, the intensity also influences the response.



HOW TO START THE SYSTEM



• Start the software by clicking at one of the three Softwares according to your Operational System.

• For MAC:            press CONTROL + tap the mousepad, then choose OPEN WITH and then TERMINAL

• For WINDOWS: double click on WINDOWS.bat
• For LINUX:         open a terminal, go to the software’s folder and run LINUX.sh



HOW TO RECORD THE SAMPLES



• Pressing the button STEP 1, you record sentences to make the model.
• The software guides you to record them. Showing the sentence that you have to say. You always have the 

option of reject a sample that you consider inconsistent and record it again.
• They are 15 sentences per category. 
• In the folder Documents you find voice examples to guide you in how to perform each category.



• You can choose the category of your preference to record.  After chose it you have to record the 15 sentences.
• Attention to the style consistence   among the sentences of each category. Think about them before start, 

making clear on your mind how the styles differentiate among them.
• The files are stored in the folder: samples
• Attention: If you decide by record again one or more categories, make a copy of the folder samples, because 

the files in the folder will be overwritten.



HOW TO PLAY WITH THE SAMPLES



• After record the sentences and contact the researchers to send them the files. You will receive an exclusive key 
code to use in the software. (See the field Key)

• Then you are done to play by pressing the button STEP 2. After each round a blue dot shows your performance 
on the circle. You are free to say whatever you want or use the suggested sentences on the left window.

• The green dot represents the other person state. It reacts to your voice stances. You have 8 rounds to put the 
green dot in the big green circle.

• After each game, a new random stance is selected to you play again.



Recapping the experiment:

• You record 15 sentences per category and send them to the researchers
• After receive key code, You play the 8 categories per day, for 4 days.

• Prefer to use earbuds to record the sentences and play the game
• Before playing a category, consider listen to one of your own recorded sample to perform as close as 

possible of your own style
• If you are not able to reach the goal, consider record again the sentences for the category which you fail.
• If you change your mind about the style of one or more categories, consider to recording those categories 

again.


